Abstract-We tested in a robotics experiment a dynamic neural field model for learning a precisely timed musical sequence. Based on neuro-plausible processing mechanisms, the model implements the idea that order and relative timing of events are stored in an integrated representation whereas the onset of sequence production is controlled by a separate process. Dynamic neural fields provide a rigorous theoretical framework to analyze and implement the necessary neural computations that bridge gaps between sensation and action in order to mediate working memory, action planing, and decision making. The robot first memorizes a short musical sequence performed by a human teacher by watching color coded keys on a screen, and then tries to execute the piece of music on a keyboard from memory without any external cues. The experimental results show that the robot is able to correct in very few demonstration-execution cycles initial sequencing and timing errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Learning sequential activities such as music, sports or speech requires the ability to represent the order of component actions and the intervals separating them. In many situations, ordinal and timing information must be unified for smooth and skillful performance. Playing a recognizable melody on a piano for instance requires a series of precisely timed finger movements. The neuro-cognitive mechanisms supporting an efficient acquisition of interval and ordinal properties of complex sequences like music are still a matter of debate [1] . It has been suggested that a single learning system might be responsible for integrating sequencing and timing information [2] . Experimental support for this integrated view comes from studies with the classical serial reaction time paradigm (SRT, [3] ) in which subjects learn the associations between a series of spatial cues and corresponding response keys. Learning appears to be facilitated when the stimuli are presented in a fixed order compared to a random order. The depended measure of skill acquisition is a gradual reduction in response time that takes place across the sequential trials, indicating that participants develop a temporal expectation of the subsequent stimulus and/or associated motor response without becoming aware of it. Moreover, a variant of the SRT paradigm in which subjects are exposed to sequences with temporal structure, ordinal structure, or both showed that learning for a temporal pattern does not occur independently from the ordinal dimension ( [4] , [5] ). However, since in the SRT protocol responses are made as quick as possible to external cues and no precise timing is needed for accuracy, the question to which extent order and timing information are integrated in the memory of musical sequences remains unsolved. In fact, several observations in the acquisition and performance of music have been used as argument against the fully integrated view. When learning a melody, the pitch sequence is typically acquired first irrespectively of temporal constraints (intervals and rate, [6] , see also [7] ). Once learned, a piece of music can be easily recognized and performed across a whole range of production rates (for a discussion see [8] ). Substantial changes in the temporal structure of a musical sequence may thus occur with no or only little impact on serial order. Here we address the problem of the neural representations supporting the learning and production of a novel melody in an approach that combines theoretical modeling and testing in a real-world robotics experiment. The model based on the theoretical framework of dynamic neural fields implements three key processing principles that are in line with neurophysiological findings. First, the memory of the sensory cues defining the sequential order is represented by self-sustained activity of neural populations tuned to the continuous stimulus dimension (e.g., pitch or color). The persistent stimulusdependent activity is however not static but increases monotonically as a function of elapsed time since stimulus onset ( [9] , [10] ). As a result, the neural field dynamics establishes an activation gradient over sub-populations that not only encodes the content but also the relative timing of stimulus events. Second, sequence planning starts from a subthreshold activation of all sequence elements in a decision field which mirrors the activation gradient of the sequence memory [11] . Third, sequence recall from memory is associated with a release of pro-active global inhibition in the decision field which leads to a monotonic buildup of activity of all sub-populations [12] . When a certain sub-population reaches a fixed activation threshold, the motor response generating the planned musical event is initiated [13] . To test the various hypothesis of the dynamic field model under real-time constraints of sensing and acting, we conducted an experiment with the humanoid robot ARoS [14] . We used a learning by demonstration paradigm with color coded events in which ARoS learns to perform the Happy Birthday melody.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Dynamic neural fields provide a rigorous theoretical framework to analyze and implement neural computations that bridge gaps between sensation and action in order to mediate working memory, action preparation, and decision making (for review see [15] ). Localized bumps of activation within the field represent metric information about continuous dimensions such as color or pitch. In analogy to the concept of neural population coding, a single bump may be interpreted as the activation pattern of a pool of neighboring neurons with similar tuning properties in an otherwise inactive population ( [15] , [16] ). Crucial for the present learning experiments, bumps that initially evolve under the influence of sufficiently strong transient inputs from connected populations or external sources may become self-sustained due to strong excitatory and inhibitory interactions within the neural populations. Fig.  1 depicts an overview of the model architecture with several interconnected fields representing the feature color that we used for the learning experiments. The three fields on top of the figure implement the learning by demonstration of the musical sequence whereas the two bottom fields become active during recall. A bump in the perceptual field u per representing the sensory information provided by the vision system triggers through excitatory connections (solid line) the evolution of localized activity pattern at the corresponding site in the present sequence memory layer u mem . Inhibitory feedback (dotted line) from u mem to u per in turn destabilizes the existing bump in the perceptual field. This feedback inhibition ensures that newly arrived localized input to u per will automatically create a bump at a different field location even if the color information is repeated during the course of the sequence. The multi-bump pattern in u mem stores all demonstrated sequence elements with a strength of activation decreasing from element to element as a function of elapsed time since sequence onset. The decision field u de receives this multibump pattern as tonic subthreshold input. During sequence recall, the buildup of activity in u de brings all subpopulations closer to the threshold for the evolution of self-stabilized bumps. When the currently most active population reaches this threshold, the corresponding motor response is triggered. At the same time, the excitatory-inhibitory connections between associated populations in the decision field u de and the working memory field u wm guarantee that the suprathreshold activity representing the latest decision becomes first stored in u wm and subsequently suppressed. Once the activity is below threshold, the population representing the next sequence element develops a bump [17] . A key role in the robot's ability to improve its performance in successive demonstration-execution cycles plays the past sequence memory field u pa . It gets excitatory input from corresponding populations in u mem and has excitatory connections with the perceptual field u per . During successive sequence demonstrations, a fading memory trace of the multi-bump in u pa builds up. The preshaping of neural populations in the perceptual field u per creates an expectation about future stimulus events which manifests in a significant speed up of the evolution of suprathreshold activity in response to an external input [18] . This change in the time course of the population dynamics allows the system to correctly memorize both the order and the timing of the demonstrated events. The population dynamics in each field is governed by a model equation first proposed and analyzed by Amari [19] :
(1) where u(x, t) represents the activity at time t of a neuron encoding feature value x. The constant τ > 0 defines the time scale of the field dynamics. The global inhibition h > 0 determines the baseline level to which field excitation decays without external stimulation. S(x, t) represents the time dependent localized input at site x from the vision system and/or connected fields. The firing rate function f (u) is taken as the Heaviside step function with threshold 0. The interaction kernel w(x − y) defines the coupling between neurons within the field. For the decision field in which only one bump at a time should evolve, we use a standard kernel of lateral inhibition type [19] . To enable multi-bump solutions in the memory fields, we adopt an interaction function with oscillatory rather than monotonic decay described in [20] :
where the parameter b > 0 controls the rate at which the oscillations in w decay with distance. The parameters A and α are added to control the amplitude and the spatial phase of w [17] . A rigorous analysis shows that stable multi-bumps exist over a whole range of parameters defining the inputs and the intra-field interactions (Ferreira et al., in preparation).
To establish an activation gradient in u mem which represents the relative timing of events, we chose the baseline activity to be time dependent, h = h(t). Note that by including h(t) in the definition of the firing rate function f = f (u − h(t)) it becomes clear that changing the baseline level is functionally equivalent to changing the threshold of the transfer function f (u). Following the idea of a phenomenological model for threshold accommodation in dynamic fields discussed by Coombes and Owen [21] , we apply the following statedependent dynamics for h mem :
where f is again the step function, h mem0 < 0 defines the level to which h mem converges without suprathreshold activity at position x and τ hmem > 0 measures the growth rate when it is present. The release of proactive inhibition in the decision field, which results in a monotonic increase of population activity until a threshold is reached, is modeled as a simple linear dynamics of the baseline activity with time constant τ h de >0 (for a discussion of neural evidence see [12] ):
Assuming that τ h de may depend on task demands allows us to recall the learned musical sequence with different speeds while preserving the relative timing of tones (see the result section below).
III. PIANO PLAYING TASK
To test the efficient acquisition of order and timing information in a real-word learning experiment, we integrated the model in the cognitive control architecture of the humanoid robot (ARoS) built in our lab [14] . The goal was to teach ARoS to play a simple melody on a keyboard using one or two of its 3-fingered hands. We adopted a learning by observation approach since evidence from SRT experiments suggests that knowledge of serial order can be acquired perceptually even in the absence of a motor response if the stimulus-response mapping is relatively simple (e.g., [22] ). We used for the demonstrations a display with color coded events as sensory modality and not the auditory channel since color was easier to detect for the robot than pitch. A key stroke by the human teacher produced not only a sound but also activated a colored square on a computer screen (red for C, green for D, blue for E and cyan for F see Fig. 2 ). It is important to stress that the choice of the sensory modality does not affect the learning principles implemented in the DNF model since only the dimension over which the fields are spanned have to be adapted accordingly. The visual cues on the display matched the relative position of the keys. In addition, the fingers where positioned directly above the keys to execute a pre-defined movement with negligible delay whenever the associated population activity in decision field reached a threshold value. Experimental setup: Human and robot playing a melody on a keyboard.
As an example of an easily recognizable musical sequence we selected the "Happy Birthday" melody. To keep the presentation of results simple, we focus here on the learning of the first part composed of six elements with three repetitions of the note C (C-C-D-C-F-E, for a video of the whole learning experiment with 12 tones see http://marl.dei.uminho.pt/public/ videos/PianoTask.mp4). To quantitatively validate the model in terms of its ability to produce the correct series of pitches with the demonstrated temporal pattern, we compared the interval between successive tones (in percentage of sequence duration) in the demonstrations with the model predictions. In the majority of the experiments, the robot was able to reproduce the melody after only three (shorter sequence) or four (longer sequence) demonstrations.
IV. RESULTS
Music provides a challenge for any sequence learning model since pitches repeat often within a melody, yet people do not confuse their sequential ordering and timing. Most modeling approaches assume some form of pre-processing of the input sequence to deal with the problem of repeated elements (e.g., [23] , [24] ). The population dynamics in the distributed model architecture resolves the problem of item repetition without the need to refer to additional processing or learning mechanisms. Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of a model simulation in which the same sensory input is applied twice to the perceptual field u per . The inhibitory feedback from the memorized first event in u mem guarantees that the second bump evolves at a different position within the range of the external stimulation. With respect to the buildup of the sequence memory in u mem , there is no difference whether the currently processed item is a repeated item or not. What determines the ordinal position of the item is the time at which population activity reaches the threshold and not where in the field the localized pattern evolves. The top panel of Fig. 4 shows for three successive demonstrations the activation pattern in the present sequence memory field, u mem . Due to the threshold accommodation dynamics, the peak amplitudes reflect the order and timing memorized musical events. The bottom panel compares the exact point in time in which each note was played by the teacher (vertical lines) with the time course of the maximal activation of the corresponding population representation in u mem . After the first demonstration, the robot has memorized only five of the six notes as shown by the five bumps in the top panel of Trial 1 (Fig. 4) . The fourth note was lost, due to the time delay in encoding the first three notes (compare the time course in the bottom panel of Trial 1). When the fourth note is played, the population representation of the third note has just reached threshold and no suprathreshold activity representing the forth note evolves (Fig. 4, bottom panel, Trial 1) . The processing delay in u mem is due to a relatively slow formation of bumps in the perceptual layer which does not follow the pace of the demonstration. During the second demonstration, the preshaping from the past sequence memory field lead to a much faster processing of the color information in u per , and consequently also to a speeded processing in u mem (Fig. 5, Trial 2) . The robot is able to memorize all notes of the melody (Fig. 4, top panel,  Trial 2) . The difference in the relative timing compared to the demonstrated sequence, however, is still considerable (Fig. 4,  bottom panel, Trial 2) . When playing the musical sequence with the encoded temporal pattern, the perceptual difference to the demonstrated pattern is relatively easy to detect for a listener. In the third experimental trial, the processing of the preshape input and sensory input in u mem results in a time course of suprathreshold activity of the different populations that matches very well the relative timing of all demonstrated pitch events. The experiments show that once the robot has memorized the series of pitches, it is able to follow even small expressive timing variations that the teacher may introduce on purpose. The robot may produce the learned melody from memory in a duet with the teacher using one hand or alone using its two hands. Playing duet is possible by assuming that the populations representing pitch events assigned to the human receive additional pro-active inhibitory control. As a result, the population activity does not reach threshold for the imitation of the associated motor response. Fig. 6 compares the time course of population activity in the decision field u de (top panel) and the interval timing (bottom panel) for two different speeds. As can be nicely seen in the top panel, the population representations of all notes appear to be pre-activated at the time of sequence onset (t = t on ) with a relative strength reflecting the temporal order. This parallel planning of all sequence elements has been suggested as a general processing principle for the production of fast sequences such as playing a piece of music that cannot rely on sensory feedback [25] . Different execution speeds can be achieved by adapting the time constant of the baseline dynamics in the decision field, τ de . If τ de is chosen equal to the parameter τ mem controlling the growth rate of the threshold accommodation dynamics, the recall dynamics nearly perfectly reproduces the stored timing of notes (Fig. 6, top left panel) . If the time scale for the baseline dynamics is chosen smaller, the execution of the sequence is accelerated (Fig. 6, top right panel) . The characteristic temporal pattern of the melody appears to be preserved in the speeded execution since relative timing and movement onset are controlled by distinct but closely related mechanisms. A comparison of the two bottom figures of Fig. 6 978-1-4799-7540-2/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEEshows that the pattern of interval timing between successive events in the two execution trials is nearly identical. 
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V. DISCUSSION
Learning to play a piece of music is an excellent example for studying the intimate coupling between ordinal and timing properties of complex sequence behavior. The results of the present robotics experiments provide new insights about the open question to which extent the learning system relies on joint order-timing representations ( [2] , [4] , [5] ). The activation gradient of the memory field reflects the dominance of relative timing over global production rate in music performance [6] . To adapt the speed of performance, the only additional assumption to make is that a growing signal related to elapsed time is integrated with the memorized information about order and relative timing to control the initiation of the motor response. This is similar to the idea implemented in modeling studies of perceptual decision making that use elapsed time as additional input to control the rate at which sensory information is integrated until a threshold is reached (e.g., [26] ). It is important to notice that the use of a simple linear dynamics for the threshold accommodation in the memory field and the adaptation of the resting state in the decision field is not a restriction, other growth models (e.g., exponential) could have been used as well. The robotics experiments also replicate observations in studies with human subjects indicating that the ordinal sequence is in general learned more quickly than the temporal sequence. A two-stage learning process can thus not be used as an argument against the development of integrated order-timing representations [7] . In the field of human-robot interactions, robot learning by observation is considered highly attractive since it allows in principle a normal user to teach a robot new tasks in an intuitive and simple manner ( [16] , for reviews and discussion see [27] ). Importantly, since users will not likely invest time in many repeated demonstrations, the learning should be efficient and fast. The experiments with the dynamic field model prove that the memory of a complex sequence with repetitions can be acquired with very few demonstrations without the need to refer to additional learning mechanisms. This contrasts with other models of serial order that implement the learning of associations between sequence elements (e.g., neural network models, [2] , [28] , [29] ) or between items and external cues indicating the position of the items in the sequence (for a robotics example see [30] ). This associative learning usually needs a larger number of training trials. A second major distinction from associative models is the notion implemented in the field model that fundamentally parallel representations underlie serial behavior [25] . The model extends the idea of an activation gradient, which is the hallmark of so-called competitive cuing models (for a review see [31] ), to include also the temporal dimension. The parallel planning of all items in the decision layer makes a fast production of the musical sequence possible since the execution of an individual motor event does not depend on feedback from previous events. This is in line with findings with pianists showing that the absence of auditory feedback has surprisingly little effect on performance [32] . In the present robotics experiments, we have focused on the efficient learning of order and timing information. We have therefore assumed that the robot had already acquired the knowledge about the arbitrary mappings between color cues and associated motor responses. Like in experiments with elementary music students [33] , these stimulus-response mappings could be learned in a separate training session using simple associative learning rules. A second simplification of the present implementations concerns the impact of movement time on musical performance. The robot does not need to move its hand since the fingers are positioned over the keys, and the finger press can be executed with a negligible constant delay. In a more general situation, movement time has to be included in the sequence representation to guarantee the production of the correct temporal pattern. This could be achieved using sensory feedback to adjust the level and/or the rate of change of proactive inhibition in the decision layer which controls the time of movement onset. The melody used for the experiments was limited to up to 12 tones that the robotics system could learn and produce without errors. Typical musical sequences that can be readily memorized and recalled consist of hundreds of tones. The idea of a single activation gradient cannot be applied to robustly represent such high numbers of elements. The solution could be to exploit structural and relational aspects of individual elements to group them together to larger units [1] . We are currently exploring for our robotics work how "chunking" mechanisms may be integrated in dynamic neural field models of serial behavior to cope with this challenge ( [34] , see also [29] . Although the present sequence model has been developed with the goal to apply it for the learning of short musical sequences, it can be easily adapted for many others situations in which ordinal and timing information are tightly coupled. For in-stance, for a fluent and pleasant human-robot cooperation in routine service tasks such as preparing the dinner table or handing over a set of objects, a judgment about the ordinal sequence structure but also a metrical judgment that involves the analysis of elapsed time between routine events is essential. Moreover, the robot should be able to synchronize its actions and decisions with different users, making the capacity to adjust its timing of actions a central one. With an adaptive integrated representation of ordinal and timing properties, the robot would be able not only to anticipate what the user needs next [35] , but may also predict the moment in time when it should start an object transfer.
